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Minutes of School Improvement Committee 

Meeting 

Held at Bedenham 

21st June 2021 
 

 

Attendees: W. Bolton (EHT)  Executive Head Teacher(left 6:32pm, returned 6:33pm)  
C Wood (CW)   HOS Bedenham  
R. Tomkins (RT)  Deputy Head Holbrook 
C.Price (CP)   Staff Governor 
J. Heath (JH)   Co-opted Governor (CHAIR) 
R. Dickson (RDi)  Co-opted Governor 
R. Dugan (RD) Parent Governor 

 
In attendance: C Harman (CH)  Local Authority Clerk 
     
Apologies:  T Scantlebury (TS)  Parent Governor 

T. Woodcock (TW)  Co-Opted Governor 
V.Lambert (VL)  Co-Opted Governor 

  A Otley (AO)   Co-Opted Governor 
 
 
Absent:  G. Walker (GW)   Co-Opted Governor 
 
 
  
 

GOVERNORS KEY ROLES: Support and Challenge 

 
Quorum: Present:7 required 

Agend
a 

 ACTION 
POINTS 

1 Welcome and Apologies for Absence: 
The chair started the meeting at 5pm. Apologies were received and accepted 
from TS, AO, VL and TW. GW was marked as absent, but an email was 
received after the meeting. Clerk informed the SIC that they were not quorate.  
 
The chair said that AO has given her resignation due to work commitments.  
 

 
 
 
 

2. Declarations of Pecuniary Interests: 
None  

 

3. Any urgent business 

The chair would like to discuss the collaboration agreement.  

 

4 HOS verbal report 

CW explained that there has been a data drop. Staff were able to meet and 

moderate and the feedback was that this was valuable. CW and RT have started 
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to analyse the data and told the committee that the results are not good as a 

result of the pandemic.  

 

Teachers know the children well considering the year it has been. The LLP 

undertook a book look and they were impressed. Pupil premium has now been 

taken over by CW in Bedenham and remains with RT in Holbrook and gives a 

leadership overview and is aligned for both schools. Pupil Premium children are 

regularly reviewed in meetings and pupil progress meetings. Attendance for 

Pupil Premium is looked at half termly and is above national.  

 

Attendance:  

Bedenham: 96% whole school and 95% for pupil premium 

 

Holbrook 94% whole school and 92% for pupil premium. RT confirmed that the 

reason for the absence is not a concern as it has been general sickness.  

 

There are 10 children on the persistent absence list looked at daily; the focus is 

children whose attendance is at 90% and under. Governor asked what the 

reason for the persistent absence is. CW said that it is all sorts of reasons and 

there is a lot of “lates”. One family moved and was continually late and it has 

been suggested they join another school. There are also a few on holiday which 

is not authorised.  

 

Meta-cognition training continues, and this is the focus next year. Task design 

has also improved but there is still a long way to go with SEN task design which 

the SENCo is monitoring. A lot of the things the school has wanted to embed 

have been postponed due to the pandemic so it is likely the SIP will look similar. 

Staff still feel valued members of the team.  

 

RT said that the SENCo has been invited to Maths and English phase meetings 

to check planning tools. Guided groups are being used to ensure assessment for 

learning to get progress. HLTAs have had 4-week training covering this and how 

attainment is put onto the HIT plans. EHT added that teachers have an 

overview, and she would like to do the same for HLTAs and TAs. The school is 

working well at sharing best practise. Both schools are working as a Federation, 

but this is not evident in how the TAs work. The SENCo has been off, and this 

has not helped the joint working.  

 

HLTAs have had 5 weeks coaching and this has had a big impact on their 

confidence and they are much happier.  

 

CW said that both schools have done well to deliver a broad curriculum. There 

have been Geography days, book weeks, PE days, Rock Steady and PHSE has 

been strong. There has been an activity week for year 6 children and swimming 

has also started up. EHT said as part of the teacher’s performance management 

they were tasked to get a piece in the HIAS curriculum magazine, and the 

school has done well with Geography, Maths, Safeguarding and PHSE. The 

mayor also came to look at the Federation’s Art display.  
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RT said that the Federation continue to roll out Rosenshine 6 strands. Staff were 

introduced to this on an inset day. New NQTs have been given the book for next 

year.  

 

Teachers will be looking at children and assessing whether they are typically 

sufficient or at minimum sufficiency. Governor asked if this assessment was just 

due to the pandemic. EHT said yes it was temporary.  

 

RT told the committee that teachers are working towards HIT targets. Governor 

said it looks as if the assessment for learning helps define it for teachers. RT 

agreed and said it broke down objectives. Governor asked what will happen to 

the children who get minimum sufficiency. EHT said that these will be on HIT 

plans. Children who were secure in year R need to be secure at year 6.  

 

The RP has had big input from HIAS. EHT said that she has allocated time in 

September with HIAS and will continue to do so with the RP. EHT wants the RP 

to be challenged so that the school can ensure they are delivering the right 

curriculum. It is about getting the right text and the right level of excitement. The 

chair agreed that next year there should be an RP governor.  

 

RT said that the school has looked into the allocation of LSAs. NELI speech and 

language course has been a focus this year and will be used next year for both 

year R and year 1. 5 new LSAs will be recruited. Governor asked if this is 

because staff have left. EHT said only one staff member has left but this is due 

to new EHCPs, which will mean 13 in total. Governor asked what about those 

children who are being missed when focusing on others. EHT said that there is a 

big focus on task design to improve progress.  

 

Dyslexia, attachment and speech and language training will take place next 

year. The school is hoping to be more inclusive and dyslexia friendly. There is an 

outdoor focus and year R are using more adventurous play. Governor asked 

what the benefits of outdoor learning are. EHT said the research shows that 

boys learn better outside. RT added that biophilia supports the fact that seeing 

green makes you happy. Governor asked if this will still take place in winter. EHT 

said yes with wellies and raincoats.  

 

Kinetic letters are now embedded and years 4 -6 are looking to start the joining 

programme. This has had a big impact as letter formation is more consistent. 

Phonics and spelling are going well, and sounds are being taught up to year 6. 

The library is open at lunchtime and the school is looking into outdoor equipment 

for the library. Reading awards are successful and there is a team of volunteer 

readers. Year 6 children have now been trained up to read with year R. 

Governor asked how the children reacted. RT said that it was nice and made a 

difference and there is now more training in place for year 6 to carry it out. Every 

class now has a laptop station to do TT rockstars once they have finished their 

work.  

 

CW made the committee aware of a safeguarding issue. Chrome books were 

given out to the vulnerable during the pandemic and were returned and the 
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school were assured they were ready for children to use. However, a child went 

via You tube to access something they should not. Chrome books were 

collected in and support was given to the child. They have now all been made 

safe. This incident occurred due to a miscommunication with Agile, but the 

LADO and HIAS IT lead were happy with the actions the school took. 

 

Safeguarding continues to be looked at every day and more in-depth half termly. 

There is a lot happening everyday as families have been suffering during the 

pandemic. Governor asked if families are aware of the support they are entitled 

to. CW said that they do try to make it obvious. EHT added that their pastoral 

team has been nominated for the Hampshire Education Awards and Karen 

Harvey TA has also been nominated.  

 

Staff are looking after each other, there are some concerns and there have been 

some referrals made to Occupational Health.  

 

There have been fewer exclusions and fewer restraints. One child at Bedenham 

has now been moved into Penguins and there is a child at Holbrook where they 

are considering the options.  

 

Growth mindset is embedded well but there is still more to do. Path’s training is 

complete, and feedback has been given by staff on the programme.  

 

There has been a number of awards given out and postcards. Pupil voice have 

done a health and safety walk, team captains and head girl and boy are being 

organised, IT leads are working well. Assemblies continue to be virtual with a 

focus on British Values.  

 

RT said that Primary Behaviour Service are supporting some classes to help 

them feel more settled and in-reach support is taking place at Bedenham.  

 

The committee thanked CW and RT for their report.  

 

 

  

5 Transition arrangements 

 

EHT showed the committee new welcome packs with an information booklet. 

EHT said that there is more she would like to add in the future. All new year R 

children have been sent a postcard, there is a new Facebook group set up and 

they have received a transition booklet with uniform policy. Play and stay 

sessions will take place outside on a smaller scale. Staff are currently visiting 

pre-schools and home visits will take place in September. Virtual tours are also 

available on the website. Children have been given a writing book, a teddy and a 

craft pack to write about their summer.  

 

Year 6-7 transition has started, children are allowed to visit their new school. 

There are three transitions internally over the next two weeks.  
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Governor asked how classes were split. CW said that they used all sorts of 

variables including looking at the amount of SEN in the class.  

 

WB left the meeting at 6:32pm.  

 

Children get asked to name three friends they would like to be with, and the 

school make sure they have one in their class. This year though Bedenham will 

be in their first year of one form entry.  

 

WB returned 6:33pm.  

 

 

6 Governance 

Visits and monitoring  

Follow up actions. 

 

Before the meeting TW had  submitted aYoung Governors visit report and 

training feedback report; there were no questions.  

 

EHT asked for a governor to come in and do the safeguarding audit, JH will do 

this. A governor is also needed to attend the attachment and trauma training, JH 

will ask governors but requested further info to explain to governors what is 

involved. 

 

EHT added that there is lots of building work planned for the summer holidays 

that she will be monitoring. There were no questions on the maintenance plan; 

JH asked for this to be RAG rated.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ask gov’s 
who will 
attend 
attachment 
training – 
JH 

7 Minutes of Previous SIC Meeting 8th February 2021.   

 

Governor noticed a sentence to be removed. The committee is not quorate, and 

these will need to be approved at the next meeting. 

a) Matters Arising and Actions Agreed 

Action 
Number 

Agenda 
reference 

Action Required Who By 

8 7 Book in pupil 
conferencing with 
young govs when they 
have their plans  

TW - 
Completed 

 

Governor noted that one question on the H&S audit about the eye test was not 

answered, however these had already been submitted.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 Any urgent business 

JH explained she has had a formal discussion about a collaboration agreement 

between Grange Infants School and the Federation of Bedenham and Holbrook. 

This would mean if there was an appeal or complaint, each school could use 

 
 
Email govs 
for 
approval of 
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governors from the other school to assist. This would mean that the appeal 

would have an objective view from a governor not involved with the school. This 

formal agreement will be reviewed yearly. Due to the fact this needs to be 

approved as soon as possible JH will email governors for their approval.  

 

collaborati
on 
agreement 
- JH 

9 Next SIC meeting will take place 19th July 2021 at 5pm, location Bedenham 

 

Focus:   School Improvement 

 

HOS report to include: 

 Review of Performance data and Pupil progress 

 Early years update 

 Curriculum reports  

Governance 

Visits and monitoring  

Follow up actions 

The meeting ended at 18:55pm.  

 

 

 

 

Agreed action points from the meeting 

Action 
Number 

Agenda 
reference 

Action Required Who By 

9 6 Ask govs who will attend attachment training JH 

10 7 Email govs for approval of collaboration agreement JH 

 


